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Medical Care & Genetics  

Treat the patient adequately  
Diagnose existing family members  

and predict Medical conditions for the yet unborn 

Whole Genome  
Sequencing (WGS)  
is used for various  
Clinical applications 

Clinical  
Traits & 
Genetics  

Treatment  
Prognosis 
Family planning 

Identifying  
the genetic  
cause 



What is rare disease? 
 Rare Diseases are life-threatening or chronically debilitating diseases  
 with a low prevalence and a high level of complexity 
 6000-8000 rare diseases have been identified 
 80% are of genetic origin & 50% affect children 
 No cure exists for the vast majority 

Rare diseases 

Incidence < 1/2000 

Affecting ~ 30 million  

people in Europe 
~7000 rare diseases 

80% are genetic 

Chronic Life-threatening  

75% will be diagnosed  

by the age of 2 

Many with unknown  

genetic background 

Prenatal genetic counseling 

 Treatment  

 Prognosis 

 Family planning 

Sequencing and Analysis  

of relevant family members 

Rare Genetic Diseases 
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You have two copies of every gene; one copy 
was inherited from your mother and one copy 
from your father. 

A person who has one normal gene and one 
abnormal gene that can cause a genetic 
disorder is called a carrier. 
 
 A carrier is not affected with the disorder, but 
they can pass on the abnormal gene on to future 
generations. 

If both parents are carriers of the same genetic 
disorder, then their children are at risk of being 
affected by the disorder.  
 
A child who inherits one copy of the abnormal 
gene from each parent (resulting in two copies) 
will be affected by the genetic disorder. With 
each pregnancy, there is a 1 in 4, or 25%, chance 
of this happening. 

How are Rare Genetic Diseases Inherited ? 
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5.5% of the population will develop a genetic disorder by the age of 25 
 
 A patient is diagnosed with a genetic disease 
 Conventional genetic screening results are negative 
 Specialized genetic tests could not identify the genetic cause 

The solution: Exome-Seq 
Complete and Precise Genetics based treatment  for the Patient 

The Challenge  
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The clinician cannot provide any relevant medical care  
based on  genetic counseling  



 Now, all genetic variations of the patient  
can be identified in one single test – Exome-Seq. 

 All known specific mutations can be screened one  
after the other. 

 All mutations that are unique to the patient might be very 
relevant to the patient clinical condition and treatment. 

 The Exome-Seq genetic test can be performed  
on a  one individual or on a family based on the specific case. 

 The analysis package can include Sanger validation  
of selected mutations. 

Whole Exome Sequencing 
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The doctor  
diagnoses   
a patient with  
a genetic trait 

Get  
recommendation  
for the set  
of Exome tests 

Extract  
and send  
the relevant  
DNA samples 

Explore the full genetic report, 
browse variations or simply use 
the bottom line – the causal 
genetic variation 

Patient with  

genetic symptoms 

Exome-Seq 

Treat the patient 
accurately and assist 
family with future 
decisions 

Whole Exome Sequencing 
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Enter the patient’s  
genetic and clinical data 

1 

Extract and send  
relevant DNA samples 

2 

Get a full genetic report  
relevant to the clinical condition 

3 

Provide the patient with  
the best genetic & Medical counseling 
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Exome-Seq at Adaltis Genomics 
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Your private DNA Sequence 

Personal Genetics 
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  Get the crucial genetic information on your own DNA 

Early detection Predispositions to various cancers   

Early treatment 
Genetic variations associated  
with Cardiologic issues 

Healthier and longer life Genetic variations associated  
with metabolism and life-style 

Your private Exome-Seq will identify: 

Family Planning Genetic variants of rare disorders 

Personal Genetics 
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 Whole Exome Sequencing is the best choice  
for all clinicians regardless of the area of 
expertise. 

 

 The availability of this technology depends on 
clear and efficient analysis package 

 

 Adaltis Genomics fills the gap that exists 
between the sequencing output and the 
clinician’s classical genetic analysis. 

Summary 
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Additional information about genomics at 
genomics@adaltis.net 

http://www.adaltis.net/services/genomics-bioinformatics/ 
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For more information 
Contact us directly or visit our new website at:  
   

www.adaltis.net  

Adaltis S.r.l. Headquarter 

Production and Development 
Plant 

 

Via Luigi Einaudi 7 

Guidonia di Montecelio 

00012 Rome, Italy 

 

Tel: + 39 0774 5791 

Fax. + 39 0774 353085  

Customer Care Center: 

e-mail: info@adaltis.net 

 

Sales and Marketing Office 

e-mail: sales@adaltis.net 

 

Order handling and Logistics 

e-mail: order@adaltis.net 

Adaltis is dedicated to customer satisfaction and will do 
the utmost to respond quickly to your needs.  
  
We look forward to an exciting  and jointly profitable 
future  with partners like you.   


